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November 2023 Newsletter 

SADARC committee 
President:- Peter Rentsch – VK3AXI                                 Vice-President:- Barrie Halliday  -  VK3KBY                 
Secretary:- Arthur Duke  - VK3AFD                           Treasurer:- Ian Saunders – VK3YYY                             
Membership Sec:- Ian Saunders  - VK3YYY               Assistant Secretary:- Peter Rentsch - VK3AXI              
Webmaster:- Ray Gardiner -  VK3YNV                       Hamfest Co-ordinator:-  Peter Rentsch - VK3AXI       
Newsletter (editor):- Peter Simpson – VK3ASK   
Technical Committee: Geoff VK3ZNA, Ray VK3YNV, Denys VK3ZYZ & Josh Gardiner – power to co-opt. 
 
 To contact any member of the committee above, email committee@sadarc.org and specify who you wish to 
communicate with and the subject. Items for the newsletter  newsletter@sadarc.org  
 
Communications Manager (External Events): Darren Glasson (VK3HEN) – subject to confirmation. 
 

Meetings the first Saturday of the month from 10 am for Arduino training, plus informal chats and technical 

talks. A BBQ follows (a gold coin donation). Main meeting 1 pm (except January when no meeting occurs) at 

Flexible Learning Centre, 18 Channel Road (250 metres from Archer Street), Shepparton.  

Variations in these times, days and location are normally notified in the preceding newsletter. 

DISCLAIMER: - No guarantee is given as to the accuracy of information in this newsletter.            E. & O.E. 
WARNING: - There is a danger of electrocution or injury when working on electrical/radio gear or working at 
heights doing antenna work. You do so at your own risk.                                    25/08/2022 

 

VK3RGV repeaters and transmitter operating frequencies Mt Wombat 

  

 53.725MHz (-1 MHz), In Service                                  146.65MHz (-600 kHz), In Service 

438.2MHz (-7 MHz -D-Star), In Service     438.650MHz (-7 MHz 91.5 Hz tone), In Service 

438.9MHz (-7 MHz - DMR), In Service  439.775MHz (-5 MHz), Now back in service, IRLP 

(node #6990) 
476.475 MHz (+750 kHz) CB Repeater WBT03 Channels 3- 33, In Service     

VK3RDS, 438.7625 MHz (-7 MHz DMR) Shepparton on test @ VK3YNV QTH  
The three following repeaters are not the clubs but are allied to the club in one way or another.                       

Mt Major VK3RDU, 146.850 MHz,  439.875MHz. Mt Bruno VK3RWC 147.325 MHz (-1.6 MHz 123Hz)     

Access to most analogue repeaters is by sub-audible 123 Hz tone or noise/carrier mute (less sensitive).  

Your TX offset is shown in brackets 

Club informal on air get togethers, all welcome. Club call sign VK3SOL: -  

Wednesday- 2mx repeater 146.65 MHz 8.00pm,                              3.63 MHz SSB ± interference 8.30pm,  

 Sunday – 2 mx repeater 146.65 MHz  2 pm & 8 pm   & The Vintage Radio Club – 2 mx repeater 11 am 

A number of semi-private HF skeds take place either daily or weekly, locally or further afield.                

mailto:committee@sadarc.org
mailto:newsletter@sadarc.org


Website – www.sadarc.org  or www.sadarc.org.au    Face book Page – Shepparton and District Amateur 

Radio Club          Direct Link:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/481867453084459 

Note: Want to get your licence? SADARC has examination assessors, contact the secretary for details. 

 

In this Issue 
 

• Next Club Meeting. 

• Presidents Report 

• Editors’ comments 

• Pictures of day at the property of VK3GSR 

• Building your own Lithium-ion battery bank, from Rob VK2RK. 

 

The next SADARC meeting will be held on Saturday December 2nd. This 

is our Xmas breakup lunch, where we are joined by the Vintage Radio 

Club. 

• Venue; Royal Mail Hotel 

• Address; 47 McLennan Street Mooroopna. 
• 12 to 12.30 start. 

• All partners are welcome 

 

Diary Dates 
December 2nd Xmas breakup lunch. Royal Mail Hotel Mooroopna. 

January 2024 No meeting   

February 3rd 2024  Club meeting, plus AGM 

 

Presidents Report – November 2023. 
Thanks to Geoff VK3GSR for hosting our November Meeting. All reports I received 

were that it was a good day had by all. Lots of talk, plenty to look at and sufficient food 

supplied by Geoff and Stevo with the help of Lynn. Well done everybody. 

 

During the last week our treasurer will have noticed a couple of extra deposits go into 

the account. The first one of $135.00 was from the Sandhurst Radio Cub for the 

assistance we gave them with comms for the Heathcote Rail Trail Marathon. The second 

amount was for $80.00 for the sale of the Radio Club Red Wine. Each dozen we sell for 

$50.00 raises $20.00 for the Club. Four dozen have been sold recently, hence $80.00 to 

the Club. There is still about 20 dozen left so if anybody would like some please let me 

know. You can check with Ray VK3YNV as to the quality of the product, don’t take 

my word for it.  

 

Our December meeting will be a Lunch at the Royal Mail Hotel, Mooroopna. 12.00 

noon for 12.30pm start. Please bring your partners as this is a great opportunity for our 

http://www.sadarc.org/
http://www.sadarc.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/481867453084459


partners to get to know each other. We will also be joined by the Vintage Club Members 

on this day. 

 

We then have a break in January and back to it in February for our usual meeting and 

the AGM. Our February Meeting will be a normal meeting followed by the AGM. All 

positions will be declared vacant at that meeting so, if you feel you have something to 

offer the Club, please let us know. 

 

Also, at the AGM we will handling the Club Constitution. Our current constitution is 

out of date and the Government on the 18th November 2023 released a standard 

constitution as a basis for us to abide by. The Committee have all got a copy of this and 

are reviewing it. When the Committee is happy, we will circulate the draft copy to 

everybody prior to the AGM for your perusal.  

 

Please also note that your Subs of $30.00 are due at the February Meeting. 

 

That’s it for me this time, see you in at the December meeting but prior to closing Karen 

and I would like to wish all members and their families a very Happy Christmas and a 

Safe New Year. 

 

Peter Rentsch 

VK3AXI 

President 

 

 

Editor’s Comments 
 

Our November meeting certainly turned out to be a great success. 

23 members and friends met up at the home and farm of Geoff Russell, VK3GSR. 

The day started off around 10 with some Arduino discussions and then at 12, Geoff and 

some helpers came up with a magnificent lunch for all who attended. 

This was not our usual sausage in bread, but a great spread of quality sausages, burgers 

and a great variety of salads, breads and even some red wine. 

Then came the conducted tour of the property and many of us certainly appreciated the 

benefits of having plenty of room for antennas, a big shack, a small shack and a shed 

big enough to park a Boeing 787. 

It is very obvious that Geoff takes his radio hobby very seriously and has made a huge 

effort to set himself up for plenty of enjoyment. 

There were many of us, including myself, who left that day green with envy at not 

having the space to enjoy radio as Geoff can. 

In closing, I think everyone thoroughly enjoyed the day and we all certainly appreciated 

the efforts put in by Geoff, who was assisted by Lyn Champness, in sending us home 

totally satisfied after such a great lunch. 



 

Don’t forget December 2nd at the Royal Mail Hotel, for our Xmas breakup. 

 

See you all there 

Peter VK3ASK 

 

 Thanks to Dallas VK3EB, some pictures of our get together at Geoff’s place. 

More pictures on the Forum 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

Below, an extremely interesting article from Rob, VK2Rk on building your own 

Lithium iron phosphate solar battery bank. 

Please take the time to read this article thoroughly before you commence this project. 

 Building your own Lithium Iron Phosphate Solar Battery  
The cost of Lithium batteries range from $500 

to $700 per KWh, if you have the skill there is a 

huge saving to be had by building your own 

battery. 

Components can be imported from China 

resulting in a tax and freight paid cost of about 

$300 per KWh  

OK so now you are all exited, but there are 

several rabbit holes you could end up in, this 

article is to point out these pitfalls saving you 

the pain of the many issues you are likely to encounter.  

Purchasing components from China can be done either via Aliexpress or Alibaba that is more of a 

wholesale outlet and does not necessarily provide a cheaper sourcing than Aliexpress. 

Sellers on Aliexpress are rated similar to eBay so you can assess the risk in the dealings, however as 

in eBay there is good buyer protection offered by the platform. 

 

The construction of a Lithium battery consists of the cells, box and a Battery Manager System.  

The cells are nominally rated at 3.2 Volts thus- 

 4  cells for a 12 Volt battery 

 8  cells for a 24 Volt battery 

16 cells for a 48 Volt system 

What voltage system should you use?  

Noting that for a given power (Watts) the higher the voltage, the lower 

will the current be. 

The resistance in the copper wiring is a loss, by lowering the current for 

a given power reduces the loss increasing the system efficiency.  

For safety reasons do not exceed 48 Volts, this is a safe voltage value 

mitigating cable losses.  

 

Wire size  

As already mentioned the copper wire will have resistance that is a function of its cross sectional area, 

it’s obvious that the greater the wire circumference the lower the resistance and the loss, using 20 to 26 

mm2 cable for wiring insures low losses on long cable runs. 

 

DC Isolator 

A two pole DC isolator with built in fuses is a must, the 

rating of the fuses are to be sized to the maximum 

system current draw or that of your DC 

inverter/charger, for example a 5 KW inverter will 

draw on a 48 volt system about 100 Amps, the fuse 

used should be at least 120 Amps 

By choosing a blade fuse holder this can also be used as 

the isolator switch.  



 

Warning when switching DC current under load 

It’s very important to understand that switching DC current has a risk attached to it, this risk is a self-

sustaining arc, when the opening of a circuit under load an arc is produced, damage to switch contacts 

and the possibility of starting a fire is possible, the switching of a few amps does not compare when 

switching 100 plus amps.  Never open a switch when it’s under load. 

 

 

DC to AC inverter pre-charge (Soft Start) 

some inverters will have a soft start feature so that the inrush current is limited, but many do not have 

such feature and a pre-charge method must be employed, this consists of flowing current via a limiting 

resistor to charge up the capacitors in the inverter then thereafter the full battery can be connected to 

the inverter, this insures no arc is produced by the switching and the battery is not going to go into 

short circuit protection.  

 

Hazards of batteries 

A fair amount of scaremongering 

has taken place, more driven by 

those against renewables. 

The claim that Lithium catches 

fire is just based on instances of 

abuse or in the manner of 

handling, even the trusty lead 

technology is equally dangerous, 

lead batteries have been known to 

explode. The two rules to follow 

regardless of what kind of chemistry used is not to overcharge the battery, only charge to the 

manufacturer recommended voltage and current settings. A good reliable charger is a must as this is 

the weak link in the whole system. 

The Lithium Iron Phosphate battery used in a home installation, is as safe as Lead acid technology, it 

is not to be considered the same as the Lithium Ion polymer that under fault or abuse conditions will 

self ignite, Lithium Iron Phosphate does not catch fire and will withstand considerable abuse that only 

reduces it cycling life. 

 

Condition of new cells 

Upon receiving your new Lithium Iron Phosphate cells carefully inspect for any physical damage, do 

not use damaged cells. Next measure each cell voltage that should be 3.2 Volts within 10 to 20 mVolts 

of each other, any cell with a greater deviation of 100 mVolts or greater should be marked and 

considered for later testing especially if the voltage is considerably lower than 2.5 Volts 

For those cells showing a large divergence a full charge discharge cycle test should be done to insure 

the cell is serviceable, in the least just top charge and keep an eye on how the cell is behaving as it 

cycles compared to the others, it’s not uncommon to receive new cells that have large deviation from 

each other, usually this is not the case but possible. Some cell manufacturers advise to cycle a new cell 

a few times before placing into service, this conditioning is to gain the best performance form the cell, 

this is not very practical but in a home solar system the cells will start cycling from the moment that 

are placed in service.  

 

Top Charging 

Top charging is the process of charging all cells individually to a equal voltage, this an important 

factor when wiring cells in series, doing so will prevent cells from raising above the rated maximum 



voltage and diverging from each other during the charging process, insuring that all cells in the battery 

will have the same amount energy, when fully charged, note that new cells are likely to have a greater 

energy capacity than the stated value, this due to slight differences in the manufacturing process, this 

difference in capacity will show up as voltage in cells raising in above the others this deviation must 

be kept at the lowest possible value, usually within 20 mVolts. Will discuss later how this is done, but 

top charging will give you a starting point with all cells at a same voltage with small voltage delta 

variations. 

Note that when having done a top charge, after a period of half hour measure the cell voltages insuring 

that are within a range of 20 mV from each other. 

 

 

Assembly of a battery pack 

The selection of a suitable battery box deserves 

careful consideration, a snug fit for the cells and 

room for the cables along with the battery manager.  

Pay attention that readymade boxes will in fact fit the 

kind of cells you have selected, most readymade 

boxes will include all the hardware the likes of outlet 

terminal posts, rubber spacers and fibreglass spacing 

plates etc. 

If building your own box keep in mind for worst case 

situations, I mentioned above that the chemistry is as safe as anything else but in all things accidents 

do happen, if the box is not secure, external factors can lead to severe damage, for example dropping a 

spanner across the terminals, burning wiring and melting metal. 

A box that contains all the workings and not easily opened will provide that degree of insurance 

against mishaps. Be professional in your construction, if unsure ask one that is able to give proper 

advice, this is most critical for safety reasons, remember that you are dealing with high energy store 

capable of delivering thousands of amps. The cells in the box are kept under slight compression to 

control cell swelling, noting that this condition only happens when cells are fully discharged, a 

condition that is avoided under normal discharge. 

 

The Battery Management System (BMS) 

The selection of a BMS has more to do with the 

maximum magnitude of currents that battery is to 

handle. For example you wish to have an energy 

store of 1 KWh but will only draw 10 Amps and 

charge at 50 Amps, so the BMS has to cope with 

50 Amps maximum, but give yourself a bit of 

head room selecting a 100 Amp BMS, you can 

use a larger capacity BMS but not one that is 

smaller.  

BMS functions 

The BMS performs very important functions in the management of the cells for safety and longevity, 

each cell and the battery itself is monitored with maximum and minimum value limits, that if exceeded 

will isolate the battery turning it off, some of the parameters monitored are 

a/ Short circuit protection 

b/ Pack overvoltage  

c/ Pack under voltage 

d/ Cell over Voltage 

e/ Cell under voltage 



f/ System Temperatures limits covering cells and BMS 

These parameters are for safety and longevity, Lithium is not forgiving when the charge or discharge 

parameters are not met, in fact over voltage or over discharge will reduce the life of the cell and in 

some instanced permanently kill the cells. 

The other function on some BMS’s undertaken is the individual cell balancing insuring cells are within 

a specified value or delta  

 

Cell Balancing 

As already mentioned keeping the individual cells voltages as close to each other is a very important in 

obtaining the best life and performance from the battery, why is this? When the cells do not have equal 

voltages the one cell with a higher voltage will cause the charging current to reduce to all the other 

cells. 

It may not seem to be a lot however when you have several cells out of balance the loss becomes great. 

 

BMS Built in Balancer 

Most BMS units have an integrated balancer, however the balancing current is in the order of 50 to 

200 mAmps, (There are unit with larger balancing current),  cells are kept to within 20 mVolts of each 

other, this delta at top of charge is considered good balance.  

In practice on DIY batteries when the cells are not matched by the supplier, the BMS will struggle to 

bring these cells into balance, as the balancing currents used are too low.  

Note that in time new cells will settle with use, the deviation will reduce over time, the danger here is 

that the cells reaching an overvoltage condition will cause the pack to turn off (BMS protection 

parameter)  

Shunt or Active Balancer  

There are several types of balancers, managed shunt, passive shunt, managed active and unmanaged 

active. 

The managed shunt balancer works by shunting or consuming some of the cell current to lower its 

voltage, this energy is consumed by a resistor been switched on and off by the action of the BMS 

controller sensing the cell actual voltage and comparing to the others. As already mentioned the 

currents involved is low thus this method works well on matched cells when the divergence in 

voltage is less than 100 mVolts.  This is the kind of balancer found in most BMS units. 

The passive shunt type is a standalone unit separate from the BMS that senses the average cell 

voltage and lowers those above average by shunting current.  

The active balancers fall into two categories managed and unmanaged. The balancing mechanism is 

involved in the movement of charges from high voltage cells to low 

voltage cells, the use of super capacitors is implemented in this process, 

the high voltage cell charges a capacitor then the capacitor is discharged 

into the low voltage cell, with this method currents as high as 5 Amps or 

more can be transferred from high to low cells.  

The 



unmanaged devices have set limits for the balancing set in hardware, the managed type have a 

programmable controller allowing limits to be set as desired.  

This is the best kind of balancer, there are now BMS units that include active smart balancing so I 

am told. 

 

Lithium Iron Phosphate cell properties 

This kind of chemistry offers a very flat voltage curve with sharp exponential drop off at end of 

charge and an exponential raise at top end of charge. 

The fully charged voltage is typically between 3.5 to 4.1 volts the percentage of increase of stored 

energy above 3.5 Volts is very small but the life of the cell is reduced if operating at the higher value. 

The discharged voltage is typically 2.5 volts, note that fully discharging a cell reduces its life, it 

makes sense to operate within limits that gives the longest life or number of cycles, so it’s 

recommended to only discharge to 3.2 volts and top charge to 3.5 volts. 

 

 

 

 

 

Selecting an energy store size to suit your requirements 

This is a very important step and depends a lot on your life style and energy consumption, then if you 

are an off grid or grid tied situation, the selection depends a lot on what you expect the system to 

provide. 

If you have PV panels most of your electrical energy purchase happens during the dark hours, so the 

consumption during this period is to be covered taking into account any bad weather when there is 

little generated energy, note that during this period your battery charging becomes part of you usage 

profile. 

Having said this the size of the existing PV system plus your consumption trend will largely dictate 

your storage requirement, if you can afford it the larger is best even if oversized by two to one or 

more. 

The reason is that you are not discharging the battery to its allowed minimum state of charge and 

have in reserve for those bad days when PV generation is low, obtaining the longest service life from 

the battery. 

 

How long will lithium last? 

According to the manufacturers the number stated is between 4000 to 6000 cycles, depending on 

how they are treated, there is evidence of having lasted ten plus years with some only lasting four to 

five years. 

In the early days the advice given by those selling these batteries was that Lithium could be fully 

discharged with no detriment to battery life, now we know from the early failures that this is not the 

case, cells cycled past to optimal points will have a reduced life span, clearly the wrong advice was 

given, ten year later we know better.   

Talking about crazy statements, there is now advice given to only charge to 80% of capacity, the 

theory is that this is the point that gives the longest life, then to only discharge to 20% of charge, 

with this I agree, but not with the top of charge, 3.5 Volts is 15% below the very top of 4.1 Volts that 

the chemistry allows. 

The capacity of the battery has already been factored by the manufacturer taking into account the 

above factors regarding the top voltage charge but they advice to charge to 3.55 Volts, so charging to 

3.5 Volts is a good compromise, the loss in stored energy is a very small amount, less than 1 %.  

 

The big moment 



You have built your battery and you turn it on for the first time, the lack of smoke or bang, it means 

that you have paid attention to detail in the construction. You connect the charger observing what is 

going on using the software that the BMS manufacturer supplied showing you the amount of current 

going into the battery and the individual cell voltages. 

Did you setup the BMS first No? Turn off the charger and set the parameters, don’t assume that the 

BMS manufacturer has done this for you. 

It is most important to set the cells over voltage and over current parameters along with the pack 

over-voltage and under-voltage. On some BMS units when a pack fault is detected the pack will shut 

down, under this kind of condition and parameters return to normal the pack will not auto reset, to 

clear the fault condition the pack requires a reset and restart, however when a cell goes over or under 

voltage the pack will shut down, but when conditions return to normal the pack will restart. Note that 

the above statement is based on the kind of BMS units I have worked with, not necessarily the rule 

for all BMS types or brands. 

This is the problem that the manufacturers are very economical with the provided information, in 

many instances trial and error is required to determine the behaviour of an individual BMS. 

List of recommended parameters    

Cell Voltage protection   3.650 Volts 

Cell Under Voltage protection 2.500 Volts (Note this a way below the 20% minimum charge) 

Pack Overvoltage Protection  58.40 Volts ( This value can be lower dependent of your 

charger) 

Pack Under Voltage Protection 48 Volts  

The above values are selected to provide a starting point in your setup, the final values will depend 

on several things as you battery settles.  

Note protection will turn the pack off protecting itself, do not force the pack on unless you 

understand what caused the condition. 

The first issue to create a problems is that at the top of charge some cells are going past the 

overvoltage point, the provided software should indicate exactly what cell caused the issue, you have 

options to overcome this by either lowering the cell voltage with a resistor to be the same voltage as 

the other cells, this is a long drawn process and not recommended, or by installing an active balancer. 

Even with the balancer in this case, the procedure is to charge at a lower voltage and current, for 

example the charge voltage is 3.5 volts and the offending cell raises above this value, lower the 

voltage to say 3.45 Volts allowing the active balance to balance all the cells to the lowest possible 

deviation, then later on raise the voltage back to the 3.5 Volts. 

The reasons that the cells behave as they do is due to some cells accepting more current that the 

others, remember that with lithium chemistry the variation of voltage as low as 1 mV that can cause 

a large magnitude of current to flow.  To put things in a simpler way the balancing insures that the 

charge and discharge curves are on the same vectors. 

The charging process and the balance of the cells is more important than the discharge, don’t be 

concerned if large deviation in voltages happens at bottom of charge, in time the balancing process 

will align that part of the curve as well.      

 

C Rating 

Many battery manufacturers including cells specification make reference to current magnitudes using 

the  

C rating, this is often not understood to its meaning with respect battery current maximum current 

parameters.   

For instance a battery is rated such- 

100 Ah - Charge current C 0.5 

Discharge C 1 



“C” is a unit of time this is defined as 1 hour, so with respect to the above data the battery capacity is 

100 Amps for one hour, the discharge rate is a maximum of 100 Amps for one hour and the battery is 

fully discharged, but can only be charged at 50 Amps for two hours. When setting up you charger 

and the applied discharge loads pay attention to these values or premature damage to the cells will 

take place. 

 

In this article I have provided information that either encourages you to build your own battery 

having understood the traps for young players or put you completely off and purchase off the shelf 

units. This is for you to decide. If you decide to do your own build the following basic equipment is 

required. 

a/ Good quality Volt meter, some BMS units require voltage and current calibration for each cell  

b/ Variable Voltage and current power supply (Preferably to cover the pack voltage) For top 

charging and even to calibrate BMS current sensing. 

In conclusion a nominal 51.2 Volt 100 Ah pack purchased in Australia is likely to cost you over 

$2500.00 to $3000.00 

build your own for $1500.00 I think the cost differential can finance any extra equipment you will 

need.  

 

Robert VK2RK  

 

 

 

 

 

 


